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Part memoir, nutritional primer, and political manifesto, this controversial evaluation exposes
the destructive background of agriculture&#151;and asserts that, to conserve the planet, food
must result from within living communities.prairies and forests, traveling countless species
extinct, altering the climate, and destroying the topsoil&#151;causing the devastation
of animals. Further examining the question of what to eat from the perspective of both human
and environmental wellness, the accounts goes beyond health choices and discusses
potential moral issues from consuming&#151;or not eating&#151; To ensure that this to occur,
the argument champions eating locally and sustainably and encourages people that have the
resources to grow their own food. Through the deeply personal narrative of a person who
practiced veganism for 20 years, this original exploration also discusses alternatives to
commercial farming, reveals the risks of a vegan diet plan, and explains why pets belong on
ecologically audio farms.
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 Gives the reader an opportunity to examine the mainstream beliefs about how our meals is
produced. I acknowledge that this book has several complications. It reminds me a lot of the
Public Critique and Philosophy books I examine while in college..Having said that, this book
does address most of the complications with the way that people eat and our industrialized
meals system all together. It goes over global problems of food cravings, health, and nutrition,
addresses why our morality may be flawed when taking into consideration whether or not to
consume a plant-based diet, and discusses traditional cultures and foods and what we could
learn from them. As students concerned with environmental science, traditional ecological
understanding, and resource management, I can appreciate the way that Keith brings
together these ideas and supports the notion that we should eat a biologically-appropriate,
regionally-responsible diet plan. Some may call it a flawed argument that attracts nature, but
that is also addressed within the written text, again returning to some of the very successful
indigenous peoples who've historically resided in great health because of their being taken off
our industrialized meals systems.I'm not really giving this reserve four celebrities because I
believe it is perfect, because it isn't; I'm giving it four celebrities because I believe that, for the
average indivdual seeking an intro to our relationship with food around the world and in our
society, it is a pleasant browse with generally-acceptable arguments, despite some of their
flawed sources. Of course, it might definitely end up being improved. Keith uses many
arguments that need further support, or simply ordinary better support from more appropriate
resources. Anyone who has eaten organic generate and meat can flavor the difference in
quality and nutrition - it's incredible.? that is the stage of creating a disagreement. That is
expected in whatever you read or hear.. Well crafted. A Good Book For Those Attempting to
Educate Themselves I think that the majority of bad reviews upon this book are compiled by
misguided Vegans who haven't browse the reserve and don't know very well what the reason
is.This book is meant to critique the underpinnings of Veganism - and address if the assertions
they make in regards to a Vegan diet being healthiest for humanity and the surroundings are
true. Her terms,she ate dairy and eggs every opportunity she got.Because of the angle - she
will not spend lots of time addressing the dietary plan itself - because she is trying to get the
reader to check out the bigger picture.. What I also actually enjoyed was her understanding of
the interconnectedness of lifestyle - the ecosystem and keystone species - and discusses
how humans possess a vastly inflated feeling of self-importance in regards to their personal
species along with their living. Her arguments are clear and cogent. The writer uses many
questionable resources (including a primary citation to Wikipedia, rather than the sources that
were applied to that Wikipedia web page,) and does tend to go off on tangents linked to
sociopolitical problems without backing up her claims. Another similar reserve is Collapse by
Jared Gemstone. I felt like I was readingsomeone's philosophy of lifestyle and their applying
for grants different cultures. As an academic, I understand the significance of using quality
assets and research to support your position, but I also know that every paper, publication,
and article will be biased or flawed based on the author's intentions; Keith writes in a very
moving way therefore i was touched by her design.? Honestly I wanted this author to inform
me what they ate in a far more organized rational way?! Wasted my Time on Philosophy
instead of concrete facts and info to know How exactly to Consume?.. I acknowledge that the
lack of global female empowerment is usually tied in with industrialization, agriculture, and
the issues of consumerism, but she must have tied these items together in her publication
rather than throwing them out to become interpreted without support.It's really Unfocused,
Unorganized...My Thoughts are that it was a Total Waste of Time and Money! I got more from



the Audio Interview of the Authorand why I ended up buying the publication!! Facts are not
consistent throughout the book. Truth in some areas of how we can change our farming to
take better treatment of the earth Not very thorough in her research;Flawed, but suitable for
those searching for an intro to global health insurance and the results of industrialization on
meals. ANY commercial farming is harmful, but the harm from meats production and
consumption much outweighs any damage from crop creation. The book and writing design
are pleasurable, the sentiment and demonstration are good, I just wish that she'd taken more
care and attention with her study and forming her arguments. one of the most necessary
books I've ever read. Keith pulls no punches.I think it's an extremely insightful book. If you are
interested in having a civilization 50 or a century from right now, read this book. What I also
really enjoyed was her understanding of the interconnectedness of lifestyle - .) It's absurd to
posit a vegan diet plan is unhealthy for humans or the planet..? Nonetheless, she divulges her
personal tale of health problems whilst having been vegetarian for several years. This will
depend on Plant Ag which needs the destruction of ecosystems, and the soil - which, by
definition, can't be sustained.Another issue is certainly GMO foods, and livestock that have
been given antibiotics and growth hormones, which several countries have banned. However,
the reserve is pleasing to learn, her writing style is pleasurable, and her general sentiments
will be well-supported if she only used the right resources, and more of them.It's true that
vegetarianism isn't likely to save the globe because it is the agricultural/farming system itself
that is corrupt (think also about how many migrant workers get exploited). When she
discusses the earth dying, I think she meant much less in a "let's save the earth" way and even
more of a,"if we maintain killing the earth we're going to go extinct," because even without us
the planet earth will fix itself. She cites mainly selective popular press resources instead of
rigorous scientific literature. But if you understand what it requires to conduct a proper study,
or you value animal welfare, your wellbeing, or not really continuing our savaging the planet
because of traditional human being gluttony, buy a genuine book with quality studies and
facts. Theories based on anthropology and medical science by neither an anthropologist nor a
scientist. The author is somebody who had myriad health problems that went undiagnosed,
therefore she finally landed on vegetarianism because the reason behind her problems.. But
simply because somebody who has had to endure an unexplained chronic illness for many
years, I can attest that people get verrrry desperate for answers. This author makes many
claims based on anthropological, medical, and nutritional science, but she actually is neither
an anthropologist nor a scientist nor a nutritionist, so.Because I can acknowledge the flaws,
and because I'm alert to many other assets which echo her thoughts, I am comfortable with
the general takeaway of Keith's work: our current food program isn't working, our health needs
to be improved through adjustments to how exactly we eat, and morality goes beyond what
we might immediately prefer to see or think about.. These days, you can get anything to back
up any ludicrous state, simply by googling, that is at least section of what she did (she cites
Wikipedia as once of her sources - really?. If animal products aren't used in the commercial
creation of our food, then petroleum products are. (In addition much of crop creation feeds
cattle!) There's scientific consensus upon this. People who need to get an excuse to eat a lot
of meats, and who don't have common sense, will love this book. This book is rife with
unscientific woo-woo notions, shallow research, and confirmation bias The writer makes many
solid claims based on shallow and shoddy research. Bunk science to excuse your gluttony If
you don’t think great science is essential and want a written excuse to disregard the huge
negative influence of factory farming on pets, your wellbeing, and the environment, by all



means listen to this. For instance, she suggests that plants are mindful, for which there is no
credible scientific evidence (and lots against it). Whether vegetarian or vegan diets are the
most healthy types when confounding lifestyle factors (such as for example smoking,
drinking, exercise, etc) are controlled for continues to be a matter of active scientific debate,
but this reserve provides little sound research to help kind it out. Instead, it muddies the water
with anecdotal accounts, personal philosophy, and woo-woo peudoscientific arguments. I
agree with some of what she says, including the ills of contemporary food creation, but her
dubious methodology detracts from her making a good academic case. No science based
papers cited. An extremely interesting look at our food and how it's produced Extremely
honest and well researched. extremely one sided.! Truth in a few aspects of how we can
change our farming to take better care of the earth. Wasted trees for this? She was never
vegan.They're not. She ate sugary foods. From my research, what's best is taking in a mostly
whole-foods diet heavy on fruit and veggies, includes some farm-raised pet items, and low on
processed foods and simple carbs (sugar, white bread, etc). Plenty of rants and repeats. Dont
spend your time and money on this. "A junk food vegetarian, who did it all incorrect MYTH"
She actually is trying to obtain the point across that Veganism is not a sustainable life style.
Take one look at her and you can discover her carnivorous diet hasn't exactly brought her
back again to robust health..... A better title would be.
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